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Nanomechanical tests of bending flexibility, kinking, and buckling failure characterization of
vertically aligned single crystal ZnO nanorods/nanowires were performed quantitatively by
nanoindentation technique. These nanostructures were grown by the vapor liquid solid �VLS�
method, a relatively high temperature approach, and the aqueous chemical growth �ACG� method,
a relatively low temperature approach on different substrates, including SiC and Si. The first critical
load at the inflection point found for the ZnO nanorods/nanowires grown by ACG method was
105 �N on the SiC substrates and 114 �N on the Si substrates. The corresponding buckling
energies calculated from the force-displacement curves were 3.15�10−12 and 2.337�10−12 J,
respectively. Similarly, for the samples grown by the VLS method, the first critical load at the
inflection point and the corresponding buckling energies were calculated from the
force-displacement curves as 198 �N and 7.03�10−12 J on the SiC substrates, and 19 �N and
1.805�10−13 J on the Si substrates. Moreover, the critical buckling stress, strain, and strain energy
were also calculated for all samples. The strain energy for all samples was much less than the
corresponding buckling energy. This shows that our as-grown samples are elastic and flexible. The
elasticity measurement was performed for all the samples before reaching the first critical and
kinking inflection point, and we subsequently observed the bending flexibility, kinking, and
buckling phenomena on the same nanorods/nanowires. We observed that the loading and unloading
behaviors during the bending test of the as-grown samples were highly symmetrical, and also that
the highest point on the bending curves and the first inflection and critical point were very close.
ZnO nanorods/nanowires grown on SiC by the ACG method, and those grown by the VLS method
on Si substrates, show a linear relation and high modulus of elasticity for the force and displacement
up to the first inflection and critical point. The results also show that the elasticity of the ZnO single
crystal is approximately linear up to the first inflection point, is independent of the growth method
and is strongly dependent on the verticality on the surface of the substrates. In addition, the results
show that after the first buckling point, the nanorods/nanowires have plasticity, and become more
flexible to produce multiple kinks. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3018090�

I. INTRODUCTION

One-dimensional semiconductor nanowires/nanorods
such as InP, GaN, and ZnO have attracted increasing interest
for their potential applications in electronic, piezoelectric,
and photonic nanodevices.1–3 ZnO nanorods/nanowires are
important semiconducting and piezoelectric material struc-
tures that have various applications in the field of
optoelectronics,4 biosensors,5 resonators,6 electric
nanogenerators,7 and nanolasers.8 ZnO-based quasi-one-
dimensional materials have received increasing attention due
to their unique characteristics in future nanodevices as nano-
scale interconnects and active components of optical elec-
tronic devices and nanoelectromechanical systems �NEMSs�.
The dependence of their mechanical properties on size plays
an important role in their application in NEMS and micro-

mechanical systems, which has recently led to much
attention.9 In addition, ZnO has a direct band gap with band
gap energy of 3.37 eV at room temperature and has a large
excitonic binding energy of 60 meV. Nanostructures based
on wide band gap semiconductors such as GaN, SiC, and
ZnO are of particular interest because of their applications in
short wavelength light emitting devices and field emission
devices.10,11 Among these, ZnO has some extra advantages
over the other nanostructures. First, as mentioned above, it
exhibits both semiconducting and piezoelectric properties
that can form the basis for electromechanically coupled sen-
sors and transducers. Second, ZnO can be grown in a variety
of nanostructures such as nanorings, nanobows, platelet cir-
cular structures, and Y-shape split ribbons and crossed rib-
bons, which could be unique for many applications in
nanotechnology.12 Finally, ZnO nanostructures can be grown
on a variety of substrates of crystalline as well as amorphous
surfaces.
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Mechanical characterization of these nanostructures is
very important for the reliability and efficient operation of
the piezoelectric nanodevices. Mechanical reliability in-
cludes strength, toughness, stiffness, hardness, and adhesion
with the substrate. Stiffness and adhesion measurements give
us the stability of the nanostructure. Stiffness of the struc-
tures is to be determined both geometrically and from a ma-
terial point of view. Structure failure may be due to improper
design, i.e., design failure, rather than material failure. Buck-
ling and instability of vertical structures are considered as
design failure.13 At present, there exists a collection of re-
search reports on the mechanical properties of ZnO nanorods
in literature.9,14–22 Young et al.,19 Wen et al.,20 and Riaz et
al.22 discussed the buckling characterization of ZnO nano-
rods by using the nanoindentation method. Young et al.19 and
Wen et al.20 used the Euler model for the characterization of
long vertical ZnO nanorods. Riaz et al.22 used the Euler
model as well as the J.B. Johnson model for the character-
ization of long and intermediate ZnO nanorods. Recently, we
performed an analysis comparing the buckling characteriza-
tion of ZnO nanorods with adhesion energy, and observed
that the buckling and adhesion energies of the as-grown na-
norods were very close, leading us to the conclusion that the
nanorods were unstabilized at the substrates.23 There has
been little work on understanding the bending flexibility,
kinking and buckling of the vertical ZnO nanorods/
nanowires grown on different substrates, or on evaluating the
substrate effects on the bending flexibility, kinking, and
buckling failure from the growth methods of high and low
temperature approaches point of views.

In this work, we performed nanoindentation experiments
to analyze the bending flexibility, kinking, and buckling fail-
ure phenomena of vertical ZnO nanorods/nanowires grown
by vapor liquid solid �VLS� and aqueous chemical growth
�ACG� methods on different substrates, including SiC and Si.
The characterization was done both for long and intermedi-
ate nanorods/nanowires using the Euler buckling model and
the J.B. Johnson buckling model. We also calculated the
critical load for a single nanorod/nanowire, and then calcu-
lated the modulus of elasticity, critical buckling stress, strain,
and strain energy for each sample.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The ZnO nanowires/nanorods used in the present experi-
ment were grown on SiC and Si substrates by the ACG
method and the VLS method. In the ACG method, zinc ni-
tride dihydrate �Zn�NO3�26H2O� was mixed with hexa-
methylene-tetramine �HMT� �C6H12N4� using the same mo-
lar concentration for both solutions. The molar concentration
was varied from 0.025 to 0.075M. The two solutions were
stirred together and the substrates were placed inside the so-
lution. Then, it was heated up to 90 °C for 3 h. Before the
substrates were placed inside the solution, they were coated
with a ZnO seed layer using the technique develop by
Greene et al.24 Zinc acetate dihydrate was diluted in ethanol
to a concentration of 5 mM. Droplets of the solution were
placed on the substrate until they completely covered the
sample surface. After 10 s, the substrates were rinsed in eth-

anol and then dried in air. This procedure was repeated five
times and then the samples were heated to 250 °C in air for
20 min to yield layers of ZnO on the substrates. The whole
procedure was repeated twice in order to ensure a uniform
ZnO seed layer. The side with the seed layer was mounted
face down in the solution. After the growth was completed,
the samples were cleaned in de-ionized water and left to dry
in air inside a closed beaker.

In the VLS technique, ZnO powder �99.9%� was mixed
with graphite powder in a weight ratio of 1:1. Typically,
50–70 mg of the mixed powder was placed in a ceramic boat
and the boat was then placed inside a quartz glass tube. The
substrates were coated with a thin metal layer functioning as
a catalyst and placed on top of the powder. In this study, gold
�Au� with a thickness of 1–5 nm was used as a metal cata-
lyst. The side coated with Au was placed face down, toward
the powder. The distance between the powder and the sub-
strate was 3 mm. The growth temperature was varied be-
tween 890 and 910 °C and the growth time was varied be-
tween 30 and 90 min.

X-ray diffraction �XRD� experiments were done using
Cu K�1 ��=1.5406 Å� to characterize the crystallographic
properties of the as-grown ZnO nanorods/nanowires. Surface
morphologies of the sample and the size distribution of the
nanorods/nanowires were characterized by a LEO 1550 scan-
ning electron microscope �SEM�. The buckling failure phe-
nomena and bending behavior of the nanorods/nanowires
were investigated by means of a hysitron nanoindenter. The
nanorods/nanowires were uniaxially compressed with a coni-
cal diamond tip indenter on fused quartz of 1 �m radius.

Figure 1 shows typical SEM images of the as-grown
ZnO nanorods/nanowires grown by the ACG method. Fig-
ures 1�a� and 1�b� show top and side views of the ZnO
nanorods/nanowires grown on the SiC substrate and Figs.
1�c� and 1�d� show the low and high magnification of ZnO
nanowires grown on the Si substrate. As can be seen, the
nanorods are hexagonally arranged on the substrate. The ap-
proximate diameter, length and density of the nanorods were
determined to be about 120�55 nm, 1724�117 nm, and
3.8�109 cm−2 on the SiC substrates and 85.5�22 nm,
287�23 nm, and 2.87�109 cm−2 on the Si substrates, re-
spectively. SEM analysis of the as-grown ZnO nanorods/
nanowires grown by the VLS method on the SiC and Si
substrates was also performed �not shown here� and the re-
sults showed that the approximate diameter, length, and den-
sity of the nanorods/nanowires were determined to be about
311�126 nm, 1713�193 nm, and 4.87�108 cm−2 on the
SiC substrates and 50�13 nm, 683�88 nm, and 6.0
�109 cm−2 on the on SiC and Si substrates, respectively. It
was found that the ZnO nanorods were vertically aligned
along the c-axis and distributed uniformly across the entire
substrate. From the measured XRD spectra of the sample
�not shown�, we observed peaks in the spectra indicating that
the �0002� plane of ZnO nanorods/nanowires is the dominat-
ing reflection. These XRD peaks show that our nanorods
were epitaxially grown along the a-plane for all the sub-
strates. In addition, the XRD peaks of the ZnO �0002� plane
show that the nanorods were vertically grown in the c-axis
direction with good crystal quality. Figures 2 and 3 show the
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force versus displacement curves from nanoindentation ex-
periments of the as-grown ZnO nanorods/nanowires by the
ACG and VLS methods, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Vertical ZnO nanorods/nanowires of 120�55, 85.5�22,
311�126, and 50�13 nm in diameter and 1724�117,
287�23, 1713�193, and 683�88 nm in length, respec-
tively, were used in the nanoindentation experiment. The na-
norods were loaded to a prescribed force and then unloaded
in a force-controlled mode. Because each test was destruc-
tive in nature, several tests were conducted to check for re-
peatability. Figures 2�a�, 2�c�, 2�b�, and 2�d� show the buck-
ling and bending force-displacement curves for the as-grown
samples by the ACG method. Similarly, Figs. 3�a�, 3�c�, 3�b�,
and 3�d� show the buckling and bending force-displacement
curves for the as-grown samples by VLS method. The
nanorods/nanowires grown by ACG method were observed
to be unstable at a load of 105 and 114 �N on the SiC and
Si substrates, respectively, while the samples grown by VLS
method become unstable at a load of 198 �N for the former
and 19 �N for the latter. The corresponding buckling ener-
gies were found to be 3.15�10−12, 2.337�10−12, 7.03

�10−12, and 1.805�10−13 J, respectively. In all samples,
the critical loads were found after the bending test. The main
indication of buckling is deformations in the direction of the
compressive load that suddenly change at a critical load into
a transverse deformation, resulting in a sudden or cata-
strophic collapse of the nanorods. The change in the defor-
mation direction is mainly due to the loss of verticality of the
nanorods. In the loss of verticality, the nanorods/nanowires
are either broken, produce other inflection and critical points,
or deadhere from the substrate.

In Figs. 2�a�, 2�c�, 3�a�, and 3�c�, the loading portion
consists of multiple zones, i.e., zone “0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5,
5-6, 6-7, and 7-8.” In zone “0-1” of each curve, the data
shows an initial increase with the displacement in which the
nanorods are almost vertical and stable. This is the stable
configuration as described schematically in Fig. 4�a�. This
linear rise is followed by a sharp change in displacement at
essentially the same force and the curve becomes flat �i.e.,
zone “1-2”�, which corresponds to a critical equilibrium con-
figuration of the nanorods/nanowires. This is seen in Fig.
4�b�. The force at this region is the first critical force on the
nanorods/nanowires. A slight increase in the load will lead to
instability and perturbation of the nanorods/nanowires shown
in zone “2-3.” This condition is described as in Fig. 4�c�.

FIG. 1. �Color online� SEM images show the morphologies of the as-grown vertically aligned ZnO nanorod arrays. �a� and �b� show the top and side views
grown on SiC substrate, �c� and �d� show nanowires grown on the Si substrate by the ACG method.
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Other zones after the first inflection point of the loading por-
tion show that the nanorods/nanowires lead into an alterna-
tive buckled configuration such as those shown in zones
“2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, and 7-8,” where other critical and
inflection points are developed for the preceding buckled
configuration. Points 3, 5, and 7 are other multiple critical
and inflection points of the as-grown samples. Usually after
the first critical point 1, the nanorods/nanowires either break
leading to the tip going into the substrate, or develop mul-
tiple buckling points leading to fracture. The alternative
buckled configurations become strain hardened and larger
force is required for buckling to occur. This strain hardening
is due to the increase in dislocation density. Zones 2-3, 3-4,
4-5, 5-6, 6-7, and 7-8 show the force applied on the buckled
configuration, in which the tip of the indenter had been ex-
erting very large force as compared to zone 0-1. We are only
interested in the first critical load in which the straight preb-
uckling configuration of the nanorods ceased. The instability
and buckling characterization presented in this work is loss
of the verticality of the ZnO nanorods under compressive
overstresses.

In bending, the nanorods/nanowires were axially com-
pressed by the nanoindentor tip in a controlled load mode

and then unloaded in the same way in equal intervals of time.
Figures 2�b�, 2�d�, 3�b�, and 3�d� show, for the bending, that
the loading and unloading behavior is highly symmetrical.
During the bending tests, we did not observe the buckling
critical points of the nanorods/nanowires. After bending, ex-
actly on the same area of nanorods/nanowires the load was
increased to achieve the first and other buckled critical points
for the as-grown samples. The top of the bending curves and
the first critical points are very close to each other, showing
that all the samples have a linear elasticity up to the first
failure point. The nanorods/nanowires grown by the VLS
method on the Si substrate exhibit a highly linear relation
between the force and displacement as compared to all other
samples. This may be because on the Si substrates, the
nanorods/nanowires are relatively small in size and equal in
length. In addition, the density of the nanowires is greater
than the other samples, so more nanowires were under the
tip. All of these factors provide a good relation between the
force and displacement. The second reason may be that the
nanowires are more vertical and of better quality than the
other samples. In continuum mechanics, buckling is a non-
linear structural phenomenon,25 whereas our experiments
show that the behavior of all the as-grown samples is ap-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Load vs displacement curve of the as-grown ZnO nanorods/nanowires from nanoindentation experiments, where �a� and �c� show load
displacement curves for kinking and buckling and �b� and �d� show the bending flexibility curves for the ZnO nanorods/nanowires grown by ACG method on
SiC and Si substrates.
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proximately linear up to the first critical point during both
the bending and buckling tests. This elastic linearity may be
due to their low dimensionality and single crystallinity,
which provides few defects and a low dislocation moment in
the material. As their stacking fault energy is low, the II-VI
semiconductors then tend to have a large density of twins
and stacking faults.26 The critical resolved shear stress for
plastic deformation is low and dislocations are easily
created.27 Our results reflect that the as-grown ZnO
nanorods/nanowires were elastic, single crystal, and good
quality.

Figures 2�a�, 2�c�, 3�a�, and 3�c� also show that a dis-
placement, deflection, or bending of the nanorods/nanowires
has multiple kinks and inflection points. This shows that after

the first critical point, the nanorod/nanowires have some
plasticity due to the moment of dislocations. This is because
ZnO belongs to the II-VI semiconductors, and due to the
factors mentioned above,26,27 dislocations and plasticity can
easily be created. Up to the first critical point, loading and
deflection have a very good linear relationship, showing that
our as-grown nanorods/nanowires are elastic and flexible.
This elasticity and flexibility is due to the low dimensionality
of the structure. Chen et al.9 showed that a pure single ZnO
crystal of 100 nm diameter can be bent into a circle of one
micrometer minimum diameter. Another cause of the elastic-
ity and flexibility may be the movement of the nanorods of
the support at the ends, as a perfect rigid support is impos-
sible. Also, in slender columns or shells, the membrane stiff-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Load vs displacement curve of the as-grown ZnO nanorods/nanowires from nanoindentation experiments, where �a� and �c� show load
displacement curves for kinking and buckling, and �b� and �d� show the bending flexibility curves for the ZnO nanorods/nanowires grown by the VLS method
on the SiC and Si substrates.
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ness is much greater than the bending stiffness, and a large
membrane strain can be stored with small deformation, so
when buckling occurs, comparatively large bending defor-
mations are needed to absorb the membrane strain energy
released.25 This can be seen in Tables I–IV, where the strain
energies for a single nanorod/nanowire of the as-grown
samples were calculated and are much smaller than the cor-
responding calculated buckling energies. This shows that our
as-grown ZnO nanorods/nanowires are flexible. Such an ex-
periment is of great interest for piezoelectric nanodevices.

The behavior of an ideal column under an axial com-
pressive load can be summarized as will be described as
follows.13 If the load, P is less than the critical load Pcrt, the
nanorods or columns are in stable equilibrium. In Figs. 2�a�,
2�b�, 3�a�, and 3�b�, zone 0-1 of the loading portion falls
under this condition. This is also described in Fig. 4�a�. If the
load P is equal to the critical load Pcrt, the nanorods or col-
umns are in neutral equilibrium. In Figs. 2�a�, 2�c�, 3�a�, and
3�c� zone 1-2 of the loading portion falls under this condi-
tion, as is also shown in Fig. 4�b�. If the load P is greater
than the critical load Pcrt, the nanorods or columns are either
in unstable equilibrium or an alternative buckled configura-
tion develops. In Figs. 2�a� and 2�c� and 3�a� and 3�c� zones

FIG. 4. �Color online� Shows different stability conditions: �a� stable, �b�
critically stable, and �c� unstable.

TABLE I. Slenderness ratio, critical, or buckling stress, buckling strain, Buckling energy, Eb=3.15�10−12 J, strain energy, and modulus of elasticity for
single crystal vertical ZnO nanorods grown on SiC substrates by the ACG method �bulk crystal of ZnO modulus of elasticity, E=140.0 GPa, yield strength
Sy =7.0 GPa� �Refs. 9 and 18�.

End condition
of nanorods C � l / k �

P�
� l / k �

actual�

Strain
energy

�10−15 �J�

Experimental
critical stress

�c �MPa�

Modulus
of elasticity

E �GPa�

Critical
strain
�c �%�

Analysis
model

Fixed-free 0.25 9.93 57.50 0.563 77.40 103.70 0.0746 Euler
Pinned-pinned 1.00 20.0 57.50 2.25 77.40 25.925 0.2985 Euler
Fixed-pinned 2.00 28.1 57.50 4.5 77.40 12.96 0.597 Euler
Fixed-fixed 4.00 40.0 57.50 9.0 77.40 6.48 1.194 Euler

TABLE II. Slenderness ratio, critical or buckling stress, buckling strain, buckling energy, Eb=2.337�10−12 J, strain energy and modulus of elasticity for
single crystal vertical ZnO nanorods grown on Si substrates by the ACG method �bulk crystal of ZnO modulus of elasticity, E=140.0 GPa, yield strength
Sy =7.0 GPa� �Refs. 9 and 18�.

End condition
of nanorods C

� l / k �
P�

� l / k �
actual� Strain

energy
�10−15 �J�

Experimental
critical stress

�c �MPa�

Modulus
of elasticity

E �GPa�

Critical
strain
�c �%�

Analysis
model

Fixed-free 0.25 9.93 13.43 0.025 221.3 16.2 0.013 66 Euler
Pinned-pinned 1.00 20.0 13.43 1.23 221.3 33.0 0.67 J.B. Johnson
Fixed-pinned 2.00 28.1 13.43 2.45 221.3 16.5 1.34 J.B. Johnson
Fixed-fixed 4.00 40.0 13.43 4.90 221.3 8.25 2.68 J.B. Johnson

TABLE III. Slenderness ratio, critical or buckling stress, buckling strain, buckling energy, Eb=7.03�10−12 J, strain energy, and modulus of elasticity for
single crystal vertical ZnO nanorods grown on the SiC substrate by the VLS method �bulk crystal of ZnO modulus of elasticity, E=140.0 GPa, yield strength
Sy =7.0 GPa� �Refs. 9 and 18�.

End condition
of nanorods C � l / k �

P�
� l / k �

actual�

Strain
energy

�10−14 �J�

Experimental
critical stress

�c �MPa�

Modulus
of elasticity

E �GPa�

Critical
strain
�c �%�

Analysis
model

Fixed-free 0.25 9.93 22.03 5.40 162.83 32.03 0.508 Euler
Pinned-pinned 1.00 20.0 22.03 21.54 162.83 8.0 2.032 Euler
Fixed-pinned 2.00 28.1 22.03 3.92 162.83 44.07 0.37 J.B. Johnson
Fixed-fixed 4.00 40.0 22.03 7.84 162.83 22.035 0.74 J.B. Johnson
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2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, and 7-8 of the loading portion fall
under this condition, as is also shown in Fig. 4�c�. The gen-
eral form of the Euler equations for long vertical nanorods/
nanowires and the J.B. Johnson equation for intermediate
nanorods/nanowire, and the corresponding analysis, can be
found in Refs. 13 and 22.

We can also calculate the average buckling load of an
individual ZnO nanorod/nanowire. The diamond tip that we
were using is of conical shape �60° solid angle� and is 1 �m
in radius. Therefore, approximately 120 and 90 nanorods/
nanowires grown by the ACG method were loaded axially on
the SiC and Si substrates used in this study, respectively, and
thus, the average buckling load of an individual nanorod is
approximately 0.875 �N on the SiC substrate and 1.27 �N
on the Si substrate. Similarly approximately 16 and 189 na-
norods were loaded axially on the samples grown by the
VLS method, such that the average bucklings or critical
loads bear by a single nanorod/nanowire are approximately
12.375 and 0.10 �N, respectively, for the SiC and Si sub-
strates. These critical loads born by a single nanorod are used
to deduce the modulus of elasticity, critical stress, strain, and
the strain energy in the individual nanorod/nanowire.

In Figs. 2�a�, 2�c�, 3�a�, and 3�c�, and considering zone
0-1 in which the load is almost linear up to the first critical
point, in this region we assume that the linear elasticity
theory is applicable. According to the linear elasticity theory,
the stress is directly proportional to the strain,

�c = E�c, �1�

�c =
Pcrt

A
, �2�

U =
1

2
��cV , �3�

where �c, �c, U, and V are the critical stress, critical strain,
strain energy, and volume of the single nanorod/nanowire.

As ZnO is ceramic and behaves as an inductile material,
the compressive strength is equal to the yield strength. For
bulk ZnO we use the modulus of elasticity E=140 GPa
�Ref. 9� and yield strength Sy =7.0 GPa.18 Using the classi-
fication of nanorods/nanowires as long, intermediate, end
conditions, and the analysis models in Refs. 13 and 22 the
modulus of elasticity, critical stress, critical strain, and strain
energy are calculated and are given in Tables I–IV, respec-
tively.

As shown in Tables I–IV, we determined the modulus of
elasticity �E� of the ZnO nanorods and its corresponding
buckling stress ��c�, critical strain ��c�, and strain energy for
different end conditions of the nanorods. It should be noted
that the contributions of the end condition and the slender-
ness ratio put the analysis within both the Euler and J.B.
Johnson models. As we used the average values of length
and diameter, the calculated values in the given tables may
have some deviation from the true values. The values of the
modulus of elasticity, E for the as-grown ZnO nanorods/
nanowires grown by ACG method on SiC and Si substrates
are about 6–104 and 8–33 GPa, respectively. Similarly, for
the as-grown sample by the VLS method, the approximate
ranges of modulus of elasticity for the single rod/wire are
8–44 and 4–62 GPa, respectively. It should be noted that the
value of Young’s modulus of elasticity of the single crystal
ZnO nanorods grown on SiC substrates by ACG and on Si
substrates by the VLS method have higher values because of
the larger slenderness ratio compared to the other samples.
This reveals that buckling is a structural rather than material
property. In this report, we investigated by applying classical
way of bending flexibility, kinking, and buckling character-
ization of vertical single crystal ZnO nanorods/nanowires
oriented along the c-axis on different substrates by a hysitron
nanoindenter. Our experimental first buckling critical point
and the highest bending point were very similar, which
shows that our nanorods/nanowires are elastic and then be-
come brittle after ceasing of the prebuckled configuration
due to the plasticity effect. Based on the Euler buckling
model and the J.B. Johnson parabolic model, we found that
the value of E decreases with decreasing of the slenderness
ratio and vice versa as compared to Refs. 19 and 20. Since
buckling is a structural rather than a material failure mecha-
nism, there is no microstructure consideration and analytic
methods are based on the principle of elasticity and con-
tinuum mechanics.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this research work, the main focus was the experimen-
tal observation and characterization of the bending flexibility,
kinking and buckling failure phenomena of well-aligned
single crystal ZnO nanorods/nanowires. These nanostruc-
tures were grown by the ACG method, a relatively low tem-
perature approach, and by the VLS method, which is a rela-
tively high temperature approach, on SiC and Si substrates.
The first inflection, kink, and critical point of the as-grown

TABLE IV. Slenderness ratio, critical or buckling stress, buckling strain, buckling energy, Eb=1.805�10−13 J, strain energy, and modulus of elasticity for
single crystal vertical ZnO nanorods grown on the Si substrate by the VLS method �bulk crystal of ZnO modulus of elasticity, E=140.0 GPa, yield strength
Sy =7.0 GPa� �Refs. 9 and 18�.

End condition
of nanorods C � l / k �

P�
� l / k �

actual�

Strain
energy

�10−16 �J�

Experimental
critical stress

�c �MPa�

Modulus
of elasticity

E �GPa�

Critical
strain
�c �%�

Analysis
model

Fixed-free 0.25 9.93 54.64 0.0283 51.0 61.71 0.083 Euler
Pinned-pinned 1.00 20.0 54.64 1.133 51.0 15.43 0.332 Euler
Fixed-pinned 2.00 28.1 54.64 2.266 51.0 7.714 0.664 Euler
Fixed-fixed 4.00 40.0 54.64 4.532 51.0 3.86 1.328 Euler
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ZnO nanorods/nanowires are found to be 105, 114, 198, and
19 �N, respectively. The corresponding buckling energies
were also calculated are 3.15�10−12, 2.337�10−12, 7.03
�10−12, and 1.805�10−13 J, respectively. Bending flexibil-
ity characterization shows that the loading and unloading
behaviors of the as-grown ZnO nanorods/nanowires are
highly symmetrical. The first inflection or critical buckling
point and the corresponding highest bending point in all the
curves for all the samples are very close. This shows that our
as-grown nanorods/nanowires have linear elastic behavior in
the vertical configuration. We found that the ACG as-grown
nanorods on the SiC substrates and the VLS grown ones on
the Si substrates have highest modulus of elasticity and low-
est critical buckling point. This is due to the larger slender-
ness ratio as compared with the other samples. The buckling
energies calculated from the experiments were also calcu-
lated and found to be much greater than the strain energy of
the as-grown samples. This also shows that our as-grown
nanorods/nanowires are well aligned along the c-axis on the
substrates. We have used the Euler model for long nanorods
and the J.B. Johnson model for intermediate nanorods for the
evaluation of the modulus of elasticity, critical stress, critical
strain, and strain energy of single ZnO nanorod for each
sample. It was observed that the modulus of elasticity �E� is
dependent on the slenderness ratio and independent of the
growth method. We concluded that the kinking and buckling
failure is a design or structure failure rather than a material
failure, and also observed that the buckling is independent of
the growth method. It is strongly dependent on the verticality
and the surface properties of the substrates. We also con-
cluded that ZnO nanorods/nanowires show flexibility and
plasticity after the first critical point. Due to this plasticity,
multiple kinks were observed.
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